BASICTRAINING

STRETCHING CIRCLE 101:
EXAM TIME!
It's not just for a good score; it's the "final" that tests
your horse's basic training.
By GERHARD POI ITZ with SHARON BIGGS HACKNEY

A MOVEMENT WAS INTRODUCED
into the Training and First-Level dressage
tests two years ago — what many riders
have come to call the -stretching circle. I n
this movement, you ride your horse on a
20-meter circle at thc rising trot and gradually give the reins. He stretches his ncck
forward and down while matmaining his
trot rhythm and tempo. At the end of the
circle, you gather up your reins. sit the trot.
and continue down the long side.
Sound simple? It is — if you've instilled
in your horse solid basics (purity of the
gaits. rhythm, relaxation. contact. and balance). But if you've skipped over some
dressage fundamentals, if you've been riding him -front to back- by pulling him

together with your hands instead of riding
him -back to front- from your kg into the
bridle, or if you've resorted to harsh bits or
other gadgets. the stretching circle is sure to
reveal the gaps in your training. That's
because it isn't a -movement" the way a
shoulder-in or a 20-meter circle is a movement, rather, it's an exercise that serves as a
touchstone or proof that your basics are cm
schedule and your training is progressing
correctly. If your horse can't stretch down
with rhythm, relaxation, and balance, then
your training foundation is incorrect. And if
he's mentally and physically tense. he'll
have dill iculty progressing in his training.
In this article, I'll explain the use of the
stretching circle, what happens to your

1. Tiffany Beck rides Red Robin, a four-year-old Hanoverian gelding, in his
usual outline and with the appropriate amount of engagement for his level
of traning.
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THE BIG PICTURE
IHESTRETCHINGCIRCLEIS ATESTOR
- Purity of the gaits.
•Rhythm,
• Relaxation,
• Contact,
• Balance, and
• Development of 'pushing pewee
ITEXPOSESTHEFOLLOWINGFAULTS'.
• Lack of the above trainingbasics,
• Riding yourhorse 'front to back"
instead of 'back to front' and
• Use of traminggadgets or harshbits_
WiLLk'OU NEED ITAFTERFIRSTLEVEL?
• Yes - Anyhorseshouldstretch and
seek the contact if yougibie the reins.
• Yes - mentally andphysically
refreshing after collected work
• Yes it's a valuable self-check of the
basicsat any level.
• Yes - Stretchingandpushingpower
mustbe in place before yourhorse
candevelopuberstreichen (self-carnage) at SecondLeveland be.oncl.

2. Tiffany begins al;owing 'Robin' to chew the reins out of her
hands. He confidently stretches forward and down,

horse body during this exercise, how to
both school it and show it, what to do if
you are luring difficulties, and what the
judges arc looking for.
WHYTHESTRETCHINGCIRCLE?
As a member of the US Dressage
Federation's Test-Writing Committee, I
believe this exercise needs to be in the
Training and First Level tests because we
warn these tests to AsitSS the correcints.s of
the novice dressage horse's training. For
instance, some riders are very skilled at
maintaining artificial -frames by holding
the horse together with their hands. There
was nothing in the previous tests that would
prove to the judges that the horse's frame
was not forced_ The stretching circle dearly
reveals the presence of correct (or not-socorrect) 'mining: A -framed- horse will not
take proper contact because he has never
been taught how — one of the basic training concepts.
For a bnef review of all those basics. let's
look at the pyramid of training. The first
two layers of the mamid (rhythm and suppleness) require purity of the gans, regularity of the horses tempo. and relaxation. A
way to prove that you are on track with
your training is to demonstrate that your
horse can trot on a circle in balance and

rhythm while stretching his neck out am!
down with a light, -chewing- contact.
Let's look at FILIW your horse stretches
and why doing so is so beneficial, both
physically and mentally. Purity of gaits and
regularity of tempo must be in place for
him to be balanced correctly while he
stretches. If you give the reins and he has to
speed up or slow down to maintain his balance. that a sure sign he's on the forehand
and having trouble maintaining his bralance
and a consistent tempo.
Your horse must also be relaxed to
stretch. When he stretches down, he's
stretching the muscles in his neck and
back, which feels as good and is as beneficial to him (especially during your warmups and cool -downs and after periods of
collected work) as bending over and touching your toes does and is to you. If he's not
relaxed in both his muscles and his min&
though, hell be unable or unwilling to
stretch down. You'll know he's relaxed by
the rhythmic movements of his tail (not
clamped tightly or swishing in irritation)
and by the swingy, easy-to-sit feeling of his
back underneath your seat_
Stretching is not only an excellent test
of the tusks I've memioned. but it lays the
foundation for future collected work.
your horse lowers and extends his

PRE-SHOW CHECKLIST
-The I.Jcge Wit give your stretching
circle high marks if it displays the
following:
Your horse stretches his neck
forward and down,
0 You release the reins smoothly
and gradually; your horse doesn't
jerk or toss his head.
0 You maintain even rein contact
throughout the exerase.
E3Your hands stay dose to the withers and steady—no 'seesawingthe bit.
0 Your horse maintains regularity of
footfalls and tempo, neither hunr
ing nor slowing down.
0 His back remains related throughout the exerciSe.
He desaibes an accurate 20meter circle with no loss of lateral
balance.

'111

0 He returns to his working-trot
frame with no resistance when
you 'gather hint up" at the end of
the stretching circle.
MOST IMPORTANT: the stretch forward
and down. the regularity of footfalls and
tempo, and the acceptance of the gathering of the reins at the end of the
exercise,

3. Robin lowers his neck even further and brings his nose slightly 4 . Robin maintains his bend on the circle, reaching well underneath
in front of the vertical. Tiffany follows his movement softly with her himself with his hind legs. Tiffany's hands are now level and not too
upper body, but her right hand could be lower.
f
a
r
apart.
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neck during a stretch, his hack lifts
because of the corresponding ughtemng of
the ntichar and uipiosputoui hi:invents that
run from his cranium down the crest of his
neck, attach at the withers (winch act as a
fulcrum for this action), and end at the
croup. The lifting of the hack. which separates the thoracic spinouspTOCCSSCSand
flexes the thoracic spine. is an essential
element of collection. Stretching work
helps to strengthen the ligaments and
encourage the desired spinal flexion for
the collected work to come_ (That's why a
horse going above the bit, with his neck
too high, is such a striollS, 131311: The
nuchal and suprasporious ligaments actually relax, the thoracic spinous presses
come together. and the thoracic spine
extends when this happens. leading to a
-strung-out,- hollow•backed horse who's
nearly impossible to sit.)
In Germany the stretching circle is
called Zug' cats der Hand Paltien fatten_ the

Literal translation of which is -allow the
hone to chew the reins out of the hands If your horse accepts the hit, he should be
chewing on it — not an exaggerated
champing or grinding but more like a personsucking on a hard candy or a lollipop.

1. Kit demonstrates a common mistake
in riding the stretching circle: leaning too
far forward. Although Trio is stretching
nicely, Kit's seat, ihnich is pressed against
the cantle of the saddle, is preventing her
left hind leg from reaching forward.
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INTRODUCINGTHESTRETCHINGCIRCLE
To enable your horse to stretch proper.
you need to have a secure. independent.
balancedseat at both the rising and the sitting trot. If you do not. he will have difficulty keeping the consistent tempo that's
essential to this exercise because he'll be
speeding up and slowing down in an
attempt to MainiiLin his balance underneath your shifting weight An independent seat also enables you to give the reins
smoothly — difficult to do if you're ulang

them for balance! I f you're not sure
whether your seal is sufficiently good to
nde the stretching circle dkcinviy, consult
aknowledgeable instnictor who can work
with you on the long line if needed.
Your horse needs certain prerequisites
to do the stretching circle as well: pure
gaits, the ability to regulate his tempo, a
relaxed body and attitude. balance, and an
acceptance of rein contact. II you and he
possessthese prerequisites, the stretching
click should be easy. Remember. it's not

2. Trio has lost the working trot: she is
speeding up and tightening her neck even
though Kit has momentarily released the
contact to encourage her to stretch_ Kit is
flying unsuccessfully to 'pull Trio's head
down,' her arms lowered and rigid. She
must relax Trio and bring her back to a proper working pace before she attempts the
stretch again.

3. Kit has seesawed on the bit to get Trio's
head down_As a result, the mate is grossly
overflexed and tight in her neck, her strides
have shortened, and she's stiff through her
back—all of which completely defeat the
purpose of the exercise.

Oppositepage: Begin your daily
schooling sess4;ina by walking

until yourhorse is relaxed and
stretchingconfidentlytoward the
bit as Kit Steobins is doing here
--, her Prix St. Georgesscnooled hose, Trio, an elevenyear-old Trakehner/Ouarter
Horsemare.
Left No matter vitiat yourhorse's
level, he shouldstretch forward
anddownwhenyou ask, as Trio is
doinghere, Kirs hands are placed
correctiy, just above the withers
andnot too far apart

STRETCHING
OR

UBERSTREICHENT?
C ome riders confuse the stretching
Ocircle with another, more advanced
exercise. tiberstreichen (German for
-releasing the reins-) The major difference between the t w o is that the

stretching circle is a demonstration of
pushingpower,as indicated in the directives for Training through First Level.
whereas aberstreichen demonstrates that
the horse has developed catlying poi‘er
(collection) as required for Second and
Third Level work. A horse with pushing

power seeks the contact forward and
downward: a horse with carrying power
something you -teach" a horse; ".1 a natural

:ning that should change is his outline. If he

result of good training,

speeds up or slows down, increase or

If your horse isnt yet solid in all of the
above prerequisites, you can help to instill
them even as you acquaint him with the
concept of stretching. Begin in the walk.
Free walk on a long rein will get him comfortable and accustomed to stretching his
neck out and down and elongating his back

decrease the frequency and intensity of your
leg aids and half-halts accordingly-. horses
have different tendencies, so you'll need to
assess what's best in your horse case. Invite
him to stretch by allowing the reins to slip

muscles. As you walk. maintain a steady

ing him rein as he stretches. When he i n 3
deep stretch, his nose may be either in front
of or slightly behind the vertical. although
he should not -curl- his neck and come
excessively behind the bit.

rhiethm and tempo with your legs and keep
his pace constant. Remember, the only

gradually through your fingers. Try to get
him to stretchasdeeply asyou can by feed-

When your horse can stretch down
comfortably and maintain his rhythm,
tempo, and balance in the walk, try the
stretching exercise in the trot and, later, the
canter. Eventually you should be able to
stretch him down m all three gaits,

demonstrates self-carriage and a desire

to reach toward the bit when the reins
are released.
Exercises that test horses' development o f carrying power have been
written into the Second and Third
Level tests, just as the stretching circle
as a test of pushing power has been
written into Training and First Level.
At Second Level, the rider is required

to make a 20-meter trot circle and
extend her inside hand forward and up
her horse's neck for three o r four
strides. The objective of the exercise is
ttherstierchen — in this case, that the
horse remains correctly flexed and bem
on the circle during the release of the

contact, which he can do only if he is
moving correctly into the outside aids

and if his nder is holding him on the
circle with her inside rein. The judge
also wants to see him come slightly

more in front of the vertical, proof that
PROBLEMSANDSOLUTIONS

4. Kit's arms and hands are too far apart
and her hands are too low as she hovers
over Trio's shoulders with her torso.
Despite the light contact, Trio is stiff
through her neck and poll and her nose
is too much in front of the vertical_ She is
stretching fohvard but not down; her
entire topline appears rigid.

As you practice the stretching circle. you
may encounter one or more common problems. Let's look at those problems. their causes. and what you can do to correct them

1. Your horse throws his head up when
you give the reins, instead of stretching it
out and down. You've probably given the
reins too quickly, throwing the contact away
instead of maintaining it o n the way down.Try your stretch again. making sure your

Continued on page 62

he is seeking the contact.
At Third Level, the rider must
extend both hands for.vard and up the
horse's neck for three to four strides
during the medium canter down the

long side of the arena. The horse
should maintain his outline but indicate
that he wants to follow the contact by
bringing his nose slightly more in front
of the vertical. He should remain in
self-carnage and not alter the rhythm or

tempo of his canter.
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Continued from page 57
reins get longer grradlially instead of s-uddenly

2. He tries to jerk the reins out of your
hands &together. You've been holding him
together.Mebrk on maintaining a softez more
elastic contact. Don't force him into a frame_
3. He rushes forward or slows down
when you give the reins — and he may
throw his head up as well_ The problem is
that he been dependent on the bit for balance_ He must be balanced over all fourlegs__
before he can stretch without using the bit
asa crutch_ Rebalance him with half-halts.
4. He falls in or out of the circle. He's
not bending properly. Make sure your
bending aids — outside leg behind the
girth, inside leg at the girth, outside rein
supporting, and inside rein creating a slight
inside flexion — are correct and none of
them is ineffective or overpowering.
5. He pokes his nose out and makes
his neck level with his withers when
you give the rein. His back is stiff and his
muscles are not relaxed and -swinging." Do
lots of suppling exercises, such as circles,

leg-yields, or cavalletti work (trotting over

the reins. horse stretching forward and

ation in their horses. its also made riders

poles on the ground).

downward with light contact while main-

less likely to pull their horses together from

If your horse just doesn't seem to be get-

taining balance, rhythm, and quality of trot."

front to back No other single exercise is so

ting the hang of the stretching circle. you

Before you begin the stretching circle,

may need to longe him in side reins for a

make sure your horse is bent and balanced.

revealing of the presence or absence of
these essential basic qualities.
A

while to teach him to move into the contact

As you begin the circle, rise to the trot and

with balance and rhythm before you try the

allow him to stretch his neck forward and

exercise again. Problems with the stretching

down, exactly as you have in your school-

circle should alert you that something is

ing sessions at home. Keep your hands

amiss in your basic training or that he isn't

where they are and gently feed out the reins

relaxed. Are you lacking some fundamental

Without moving your arms forward. He

basic, or is he just fresh and playful? Do you

should chew (not champ or grab) the reins

need to review "Basics 101.- or is he simply
not. warmed up enough for his muscles to be

gently downward. As you approach A, gath-

capable of stretching comfortably? Again, ask

outside rein first, then inside rein — until

a knowledgeable instructor if you're not sure.

they're back to your regular working-trot

er your reins smoothly and alternately —

length_ When you return to the sitting trot

THESTRETCHINGCIRCLE IN THESHOWRING

at A and continue down the long side, he

First, let's look at what the tests say to

should be in the same outline he was in

do. in First Level, Test 1: "'A circle right 20

before you started the stretching circle.

meters working trot rising, letting the horse

The stretching circle has been very ben-

gradually take the reins out of the hands.

eficial in improving horses used in various

Before A, take up the reins. At A proceed

sports — not just dressage — because it has

ahead working trot sitting." The directive

made riders more aware of the need for cor-

ideas are -gradually giving and later taking

rect basics and, most important, for relax-
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